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Broadly, my research studies media ecosystems. Most of this work seeks to answer questions about resistance
to strategic disinformation and malign influence within media ecosystems. This work can be mapped onto
what I call the “disinformation pipeline”, made up of three interconnected stages of information behaviors and
socio-technical systems: (1) information production behaviors, (2) information interventions, and (3) information
influence/consumption. This pipeline with example questions at each stage is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Three interconnected parts of my research, with broad example questions in each part. These
areas connect through what could be thought of as an “disinformation pipeline”: ranging from information
production behaviors to information consumption behaviors. This process is often made complex through
the socio-technical systems that serve information, interventions in information consumption, and the
socio-cultural context of information.

1 Information Production Behaviors

The first step in any disinformation or influence campaign is to produce content. While on the surface this
concept seems quite simple, today’s media production is a complex, hybrid, multi-modality system, where content
producers can range from news outlets to political elites to coordinated social media actors (Figure 2). Information
within this complex system can be manipulated and spread by a range of entities, including hate groups, internet
subcultures, “useful idiots [28]”, political campaigns, and governments [20, 24].

My work in this subarea describes content production, manipulation, spread, and migration across
varying target contexts. Much of this work is done with the goal of describing, rather than establishing causality
or following traditional hypothesis-driven methods, and this work treats digital trace data as first-order objects
for investigation1. The task of “mere description” on digital trace data is critical in hypothesis development,
measuring topic importance, and generalizability. In particular, my work frequently describes settings or contexts
that have never been explored before. So, my goal is to describe how the target context differs from or relates to
known contexts.2

1https://epjdatascience.springeropen.com/about
2https://journalqd.org/about
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Figure 2: I use the terms “information” and “media” to refer to more than just news media or social
media, but rather the larger system of today’s media. Disinformation and manipulation take place in a
hybrid, multi-modal, networked system. In this system, news outlets can coordinate content production,
spread on social networks, and embedded social media generated information in their articles. Major
social media platforms, and the dynamics therein, control who sees produced information. When content
is moderated on these major platforms, those measures can be subverted through alternative social media
platforms, where bad content continues to be produced, sometimes appearing back on major platforms
through cross-posting and links. Production and tactics are thus more than simply making content but also
operating in this complex system.

To describe and analyze large datasets of digital traces, I leverage my skills in Natural Language Processing
(NLP), Network Science, and Machine Learning (ML). For example, in our 2019 ICWSM work [11], we described
content sharing between news outlets in fringe and mainstream media, and we showed that content production
can be coordinated among fringe news outlets. In this work, we created a novel algorithm to construct directed
content sharing networks from news text data, allowing for content flow between news outlets to be established
without linking data. This construction was later used in our 2021 MEDIATE workshop paper for news outlet
veracity predictions through the use of attributed network embedding [6].

Another example is our WebSci 2022 work [3], in which we characterize the cross-platform mobilization of
YouTube and BitChute (an alternative to YouTube) videos on Twitter during the 2020 U.S. Election fraud discus-
sions. Through the combination of our previously published BitChute dataset [27] and the VoterFraud dataset [1],
we were able to describe the prevalence of content supplied by both platforms, the mobilizers of that content, the
suppliers of that content, and the content itself. This work showed that while BitChute videos promoting election
fraud claims were linked to and engaged with in the Twitter discussion, they played a relatively small role com-
pared to YouTube videos promoting fraud claims, pointing to a need for proactive, consistent, and collaborative
content moderation solutions.

As a final example of work in this subarea, our 2022 ICWSM work [15] describes COVID-19 news coverage by
U.S. local news outlets over time. We found that the rate of COVID coverage over time by local news outlets was
primarily associated with death rates at the national level, rather than the local level. Further, we found that the
volume and subtopic of COVID coverage differed depending on local politics and outlet audience size. We also
found evidence that more vulnerable populations received less pandemic-related news.
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2 Information Interventions

Within this disinformation pipeline, there is an opportunity to intervene in disinformation’s consumption using
our knowledge about media production tactics. This moment between production and consumption is where my
largest and most developed body of work lies. Specifically, my work in this subarea evaluates the effectiveness
and appropriateness of Machine Learning (ML) tools’ for content moderation in the application
setting and compares those tools to non-automated alternatives.

Due to the overwhelming scale and complexity of disinformation production online, there have been many
proposed technical solutions to combat it. Proposed technical solutions can filter out or automatically place
warning labels on content that is of low veracity. These solutions range widely in terms of technical methods
used and an extraordinary number of classifiers have been proposed. As an example of this volume, between
2016 and 2022 there were approximately 14,000 papers indexed by Google Scholar that used the phrase “fake
news detection” and 210,000 papers that used the phrase “fake news”3. This extraordinary number of classifiers
proposed demonstrates the just make something approach of content moderation research. While just making
something has helped push technical advances in a variety of areas, the format often sacrifices empirical rigor,
neglects the deployment context of the models, and ignores the human user. Accordingly, while many of the
proposed automated approaches for content moderation have shown high accuracy in lab settings, they may be
overfitting to specific data and lacking theoretical underpinnings. By simplifying or ignoring the context of a
tool’s deployment, we miss the potentially adverse impacts on human information consumers, creating critical
gaps between research and practice.

Figure 3: My framework for holistically evaluating ML tools, particularly in the context of content
moderation and information interventions.

Instead, I argue that work in this area should take an understand deeply approach. Specifically, my current
and future work seeks to move ML tool evaluations from learner-centric to application-centric (Figure 3). In
the context of content moderation, I ask three broad questions: (1) What are the limitations of machines?
Currently, tools are evaluated using decontextualized predictive behaviours [14]. By oversimplifying a complex
task to be automated and reducing the systems deployment to only technical questions, it is likely that we will
fail in practice. My work goes beyond traditional ML frameworks to simulate how these tools may generalize (or
fail to generalize) in real-life settings. (2) What are the costs of making mistakes? My work evaluates the
influence of ML tool interface designs on consumers’ trust and information behaviors, both when those predictions
are correct and when they are wrong. I pay special attention to how these costs change across the sociocultural
differences of consumers. Who will be harmed? Who will benefit? (3) Are there more effective and safe
alternatives to automation? Depending on the answers to the above questions, we must be open to the idea
that automating content moderation may have limited use, and instead find alternatives. My work will study

3Computed using zenodo.org/record/1218409#.YrHv_NLMKrw
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how effective, fair, and safe alternative interventions are compared to using automated interventions or using no
interventions at all.

In the past, I focused heavily on building ML tools for news veracity classification based on the tactics used by
fringe content producers [7, 12, 8]. Hence, while much of my current work in this area uses controlled experiments
with methods from Human-Computer Interaction and Psychology [10, 9, 22, 19], my background provides a strong
theoretical foundation in ML and predictive analytics.

3 Information Influence and Consumption

The end-goal of both disinformation campaigns and information interventions is to influence decision making.
This process of changing information consumption, trust, and decision making is intricate and difficult to fully
understand. In particular, previous work from multiple disciplines has demonstrated that trust in false information
and its influence on decision making is dependent on multiple interconnected factors (Figure 4).

It is well known that mental shortcuts - rules of thumb for making decisions without exhaustively comparing
all available options - are used when making decisions about the information we trust [18, 9, 22]. For example,
confirmation bias, the notion that people tend to process information in a way that favors their previously held
beliefs, plays a significant role. These prior beliefs may be influenced by media effects, generational effects, and
cultural effects, each of which are difficult to disaggregate [2, 25, 26, 21, 13]. People are also more likely to believe
information that is familiar, fluent, believed by others, and tells a coherent story [18, 23]. Other cognitive drivers
include lack of analytical thinking and memory failures [5]. Other socio-affective drivers include source cues and
the desire to be accepted in a group [4, 5]. With trust depending on numerous social, cultural, and cognitive
factors, one can imagine that intervening with warning labels is also a complex process with similar dependencies.

Figure 4: Information trust and influence sits within a complex set of reasoning and systems.

Within this space, I primarily try to understand media consumption and influence when consumers are in-
tervened with (the yellow arrow in Figure 1), and how media trust decisions impact intervention effectiveness
(the green arrow in Figure 1). For example, in our 2022 Communications of the ACM paper [22], we provide
insight on the effectiveness of AI advice across information novelty, where novelty refers to the extent to which
incoming information is similar to prior knowledge. The theoretical reasoning for this research comes from the
well-studied concept of confirmation bias (described above). In novel information situations we expect that prior
beliefs are weak, while in familiar information situations, we expect prior beliefs to be strong. Hence, we used a
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between-subjects experiment to test if AI interventions were more effective when information was novel. Indeed,
we found that interventions were significantly more effective in novel news situations, implying that the timing
within the news cycle is a critical factor for intervention effectiveness.

The complex set of factors used in information trust play a role both when interventions happen and when
they do not. Thus, it is also critical to develop a clear understanding of each factors role and in what context
each factor matters when interventions are not used. While the influence of media is a well-studied topic across
several disciplines, with several established theories of behavior, there are still many understudied gaps in our
understanding, particularly as consumption contexts change online. My work in this area (when interventions
are not in play) is my least developed body of work. So far, my focus here has been on the interplay of media
reliance and cultural values on opinion formation. For example, in our 2023 Humanities and Social Sciences Com-
munications paper [13], we explore generational and media-choice effects of information consumers in the Former
Soviet Republics (FSRs) of Belarus, Ukraine, and Georgia. Through our analysis of representative surveys in each
country, we found that media consumption does relate to opinions, such as opinions about one’s country’s future.
However, these effects can be significantly moderated or exacerbated by generational effects (i.e., generations who
grew up in the Soviet Union versus afterward).

4 Situating My Work

4.1 Computational Social Science

Figure 5: My work within Information Sciences.

I am a Computational Social Scientist with expertise in Com-
puter Science. Computational Social Science (CSS) is an emerg-
ing academic discipline that uses computational methods to an-
alyze social science problems [17]. Work in this discipline is
often done in teams (ideally of “computationally literate social
scientists and socially literate computer scientists” [17]) and its
researchers are housed in a variety of academic departments, in-
cluding computer science, social science, cognitive science, busi-
ness, information sciences, and even physics (often under the
branch of physics that works on complex systems).

As a Computational Social Scientist, I primarily focus on
minimizing and mitigating the “wicked problem4” of disinforma-
tion and malign influence5, rather than making methodological
contributions to specific disciplines. However, given my prob-
lem domain, my work often makes contributions to research ar-
eas such as Human-Computer Interaction, Human-Information
Interaction, Applied Machine Learning, and Social Computing.
More broadly, I would argue that CSS and this particular wicked
problem fit extremely well into the field of information sciences.
A commonly used Venn diagram when describing the modern
field of information sciences is the intersection of information,
people, and technology (Figure 5). The disinformation pipeline framework used in my work maps directly to
this Venn diagram, with information production fitting between information and technology, interventions fitting
between technology and people, and information influence fitting between people and information (although one
could argue that each part of the pipeline involves each part of the Venn diagram, given the intricate connectedness
of production, intervention, and influence). This fit is further exemplified by my primary publication venue, The
International AAAI Conference On Web and Social Media (ICWSM)6. ICWSM is one of the premier venues for
computational social science and is made up of a community of researchers from Information Science, Computer
Science, and Social Science.

4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wicked_problem
5https://www.brookings.edu/articles/disinformation-as-a-wicked-problem-why-we-need-co-regulatory-frameworks/
6https://www.icwsm.org/
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4.2 An Interdisciplinary Approach

To deeply understand disinformation and to make practical contributions to society, we must cross disciplinary
boundaries. As advocated in [16], disinformation research should be grounded in history, culture, and politics,
all of which are fields of study with their own rich literature. Hence, I strategically collaborate and published
with researchers from areas outside of the fields I was trained in, such as journalism, communication, political
science, psychology, sociology, and anthropology, to learn diverse research methods and perspectives. These
varying methods and perspectives are then fed back into my primary research agenda. I also try to use these
diverse perspectives to make practical contributions other than publications, such as creating datasets for both
computational and non-computational scientists and doing policy engagement.

Academic researchers are often not properly incentivized to do cross-discipline research, despite the terms
“interdiscipline” and “transdiscipline” being heavily used in university marketing, grant proposal calls, journal
scopes, and even job descriptions. In my opinion, part of this disconnect is due to communities and assessors
not recognizing what interdisciplinary research outputs look like. Fruitful interdisciplinary collaborations are two-
ways streets. Each discipline (and thus each person) has different top publication venues, writing conventions,
terminology, and topical/theoretical priorities. Productive collaborations embrace this diversity, having each
member contribute their expertise and skill’s to a variety of studies and publication venues, creating what on
the surface may look like an incoherent body of research from any one individual. Yet, as a whole these diverse
publications create knowledge that informs each research agenda. Hence, this approach means that at times I
produce work that is adjacent to my core research agenda. However, from a long-term point of view, I think these
contributions and experiences will create better science for each member’s discipline and help solve real world
problems.

Figure 6: Outputs mapped onto research categories, where underlined works happened during my time
at UTK. Sometimes papers can fit in multiple of these categories. For example. often the results from my
works under information interventions overlap with media influence (as control variables often capture to
social, culture, and trust factors), but I have placed them under information interventions as that is their
primary focus. In addition to showing where outputs fit within my core I agenda, I show adjacent works
that support parts of my core agenda through related knowledge creation.
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